







Brooke Anderson, War Veteran,
Speaks at Mass Meeting
Called by Forum
WILL ELECT OFFICERS
After a year of xmcertalnty and dis-
satisfaction, the college pieace groups
will crystallize their status and aims
at a mass meeting in Munger hall,
next Monday evening at 7:30 p. m. The
president of the Forum. Jane Posner
"35. has called the meeting to elect
ofBcers for the coming year and to dis-
cuss plans for the reorganization of
the peace group.
The meeting will be entertaining and
profitable for students Interested In
peace. Brooke Anderson, secretary of
the Brown Christian association, is the
speaker for the evening. Mr. Anderson
has led a checkered life. He was an
ambulance driver for the French army
during the war, he served in Europe
with the International committee of
the Y.M.C.A., he was engaged in war
,
prisoners' aid work, and he later served
in the near east.
All students interested In peace proj-
ects are urged to attend tl^e meeting,
both to l^ear Mr. ^derson and to aid
In reorganizing the peace movement in
Wellesley.
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Dr. Otto Nathan Delivers
Criticism On Model League
It has been the policy of the
Model League of Nations to ask
some person who is outstanding in
the field of international relations
to be its critic. This coming week-
end at Mount Holyoke. Dr. Otto
Nathan, exiled German professor,
member of the department of eco-
nomics at Pi-lnceton university and
a close follower of the workings of
the League at Geneva, will deliver
the critique of the Model League.
Students have always found the
criticism of such men of great value.
Since purpose of the League is to
portray as accurately as possible the
workings of the League at Geneva.
It will be remembered that Dr. Nath-
an was at Wellesley this fall for the
conference of International Relations
groups.
Another interesting speaker will be
Professor Leifur Magnusson, director
of the United States International
Labor organization delegation at
{Continued on Page 3, Col. 3)
Annual Gym Meet Features
Exhibitions Minus Rivalry
The annual gym meet will take
place In Mary Hemenway hall next
Thursday, March 14, at 4:00. Loretta
Lee Carleton "35 is the student In
charge of activities.
Instead of working on the usual
competitive basis, the girls will give a
demonstration of dally class work.
The audience may watch dancing,
apparatus, fencing, and tumbling, the
last two features being new this year.
The instructors of each division will
read an honor roll of students who
have done unusual work.
Seniors Compete For Book
Prize Awarded By Hathaway
Christopher Morley
Members of the senior class who
wish to enter theU libraries in the
contest for the prize of $25.00 in
books, offered by Hathaway House,
are reminded that the final date when
all lists must be presented at the
bookshop is March 13.
The Judges this year will be Pro-
fessor Elizabeth Manwaving and Pro-
fessor Elizabeth Hodder, representing
the faculty, and Mrs. Benson, repre-
senting the bookshop. It may be
worthwhile to repeat the main points




Value as a practical working
library in relation to the major study
of the owner.
2. Value as the nucleus for a
permanent personal library.
3. Indication of discrimination in
collecting books. Quantity will not be
a determining factor in the award.
4. The form and arrangement of
the list will be taken into considera-
tion.
MORLEY WILL COMMENT
AND READ ON MARCH 13
Popular Author Will Interest
Audience in Alumnae Hall
with Reading of Poetry
Gay Seniors Frolic Among Elves
In Cobwebbed Alumnae Fairyland
No doubt even the sprightly elves
which frolicked on tight-ropes about
the walls of the Alumnae ball-room
last Saturday night would have
squeaked their approval of "SS's
senior prom, had anyone asked their
opinion. As it was, all the more ar-
ticulate witnesses of the events, from
the dancers themselves and the re-
quest-ridden orchestra-leader, all the
way down to the sleepiest prom-
maid, agreed that the dance deserved
a place of honor among the annals
of Successful Promenades.
Ethereal as were the cobweb-hung
pillars and the clusters of silver bal-
loons which decked the ball-room,
the prevalent mood of the party
might better be described as "rip-
snorting." Balloons popped merrily
as the evening progressed, and cob-
webs were stripped from pillars to
be converted Into mere strings for
holding up trains. The orchestra was
bombarded with demands for the
Carioca and Tiger Rag.
Cornered during the inevitable
moment after one ol these numbers
when the dancers had to stop for
mere lack of breath. Mai Hallett
proudly told the reporter that he
had once had a cousin or an aunt
(the ambiguity is his own) in the
hygiene department at Wellesley. and
thought it a "grand college." He
approved heartily of its daughters—
what they wear, how they dance,
and whom they dance with. If any-
thing, they are a trifle less sophis-
ticated than the girls he has played
for at "deb" parties, he said, but
they seem "good fellows—and intelli-
gent, too."
Asked what he thought of emerald
finger-nail and toe-nail polish Mr.
Hallett gasped and refused to com-
ment.
Discreet questions among the tux-
edo-ed and tail-ed prom men re-
vealed that, to put it mildly, they
were having the time of theii- lives.
They continued to beam even when,
through some malevolent Jest of Pate
or an error on their date's program
card, they found themselves dancing
with girls a foot taller or two feet
shorter than they.
Nor was the younger male set
alone in enjoying Prom; Professor
John C. Duncan and Pi-ofessor Le-
land H. Jenks. among the patrons,
and Canon Bernard Iddings Bell, a
guest of the college over the week-
end, joined in the general hilarity.
The last-named in particular waa seen
roving continually around the out-
skirts of the dance-floor for fear of
missing something.
(Continued on Page 2, Col, 2)
Christopher Morley, well-beloved
critic, novelist, essayist and poet,
makes his first visit (so far as his-
tory relates) to Wellesley on the
afternoon of Wednesday. March 13,
to read his own poems and to com-
ment on poetry. This reading will
take place in Alumnae hall, in view
of the great popularity of the reader,
at 4:45 p. m. Mr. Morley Is ao much
in demand that this date was arrived
at only after long and complicated
discussion.
Christopher Morley was born in
Haverford, Pennsylvania, on May 9,
1890. His father. Prank Morley, was
a distinguished mathematician called
to Haverford college in 1887, and
is now at Johns Hopkins. The fam-
ily, of Quaker stock, had lived in
the little Suffolk town, Woodbridge,
which was visited by the Morleys on
vai-ious summer vacations, and is
celebrated In Shandygaff. On gradu-
ating from Haverford in 1910, Mr.
Morley went to Oxford as a Rhodes
Scholar and spent tliree years at New
college.
When Prank Doubleday, being in-
terviewed by the young candidate for
a position, asked what job he would
like, the young Morley replied in-
stantly, "Yours." While he did not
exactly receive it, he was taken on
trial, and proceeded to discover Wil-
liam McPee, and also to write that
very-good-seller. Parnassus on Wheels.
While working for Doubleday Page he
married Helen Booth Paircliild, a New
York girl whom he had met in Eng-
land.
Recital Marks Third Year
Of Verse-Speaking Project
Signalizing the third year of its
existence by showing the power and
possibilities within its scope, the Verse-
Speaking choii-, under the direction
of Miss Cecile de Banke of the Speech
department, will give a recital Tuesday,
March 12, at 8 P. M. in Alumnae hall.
Much interest has recently been
aroused in the verse-speaking choir, a
revival of a form of expression known
to man even before the days of Greek
tragedy, because this form so well
shows the power of the speaking voice
to express the beauty and passion of
poetry. Miss de Banke's Verse-Speak-
ing choir of 18 members was first or-
ganized to accompany the Dance
Drama in 1933, but since then it has
won much distinction in its own right.
It was the first choir in this country
to present choral speaking over the
radio.
Variety has been introduced into the
present recital by including selections
which range from solemn church
chants to poetry imitating the sounds
IContinued on Page 7, Col, 1)
COLLEGE AWARDS
ACADEMIC LAURELS
President Neilson of Smith is
Speaker at Annual Ceremony;
Noted as Critic, Editor
NO 8:40 CLASSES
Announce Frances Mitchell
Author Of Barnes Next Play
Barnswallows announce Prances
Mitchell, '35, as the playwright whose
happy effort, Dark Sailing, will be
produced as the fourth and last ex-
perimental play of this year at Alum-
nae hall. Saturday, March 9, at 4:30
p. m. Miss MitcheU Is the winner of
the original play contest which Barn
annually sponsors.
The action in Dark Sailing takes
place during the war on a ship head-
ing for Raratonga. The ship is sail-
ing dark as raiders are lurking in the
blackness. Om board the ship, Elea-
nor Marksley, newly-wed. reveals to
her husband that she has once been
desperately In love with some one
else. The cast includes:
Mate Mary Wister "38
Engineer Charlotte Stern '37
Philip Alan Amy Lieberman '37
Victor Markslei/ Margaret Olsen '35
Eleanor Patricia Busey '35
Prances Mitchell is directing the
performance.
The speaker this year in celebra-
tion of Honors day will be President
William Allen Neilson of Smith col-
lege, who is widely known both in this
countiy and abroad as educator, lit-
erary critic, and editor of a variety of
important works in both the medieval
and the Elizabethan fields of English
literature.
Honors day will take place on Fri-
day, March 15. at 8:15 a. m. in Me-
morial Chapel. First hour classes will
be omitted. The academic proces-
sion, made up of the faculty and
administration, graduate students, and
seniors, will meet in the basement of
the chapel at 8 a. m. Other mem-
bers of the college are urged to be in
their places in good season.
The humor, vitality, and charm of
President Neilson's addresses are as
widely appreciated as are his scholar-
ship and his writing. His subject for
this occasion will be announced later.
{Continued on Page 5, Col. 2)
Society Jlodels Paintings
In Annual Studio Reception
T. Z. E.'s semi-open will be a studio
reception In the Alumjiae hall ball-
room Saturday night, March 9. Since
the society has art and music for its
objects of study, the program will
consist of ten pictures by Italian
artists studied by the society during
the year.
The painters are Pra Angelico, Pra
PUippo Lippl, Botticelli, Giorgione,
Titian>, Veronese, and Raphael. Be-
tween the four groups of pictures
piano selections will be played.
Tickets are 50 cents and will be on
sale at the ticket booth Friday and
Saturday mornings, March 8 and 9,
and at the door Saturday night.
Typical Senior Prom Man Hails
From Harvard, Statistician Shows
For some years he worked for the
Evening Post and wrote a variety of
things. The hero of his first novel
was carried on into The Haunted
Bookshop. There were volumes of
poeti-y: Songs for a Little House, The
Rockhig Horse. Hide and Seek, and
Chimney-smoke, a selection from the
other three. There were essays:
Shandygaff. Mince Pie. Plum Pudding,
Pipe/uls, Travel in Philadelphia. And
there were stories: Tales of a Rolltop
Desk, and the very popular Where
the Blue Begins.
In January, 1924. Mr. Morley left
the Evening Post and after vain ef-
forts to write his next novel at
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 1)
DANCE DRAMA FIRE FESTIVAL
ALUMNAE HALL
MARCH 8 8 P. M.
TICKETS 50C
SEATS RESERVED—TSf
ON SALE AT GREEN HALL
MARCH G, 7. 8
Once again the inquiring reporter
has turned statistician and has
emerged from the week-end with a
fresh set of statistics. After a rapid
calculation he has found that the
typical Senior prom man is twenty
three and a half years old, is five
feet, eleven inches tall, and has
brown hair. He comes from Harvard,
or perhaps he is a lawyer or a busi-
ness man.
Yet other colleges than Harvard
were well represented. Dartmouth.
Princeton. Brown, Worcester Tech,
The University of Alabama. Northeast-
ern, and the United States Naval
academy contributed several repre-
sentatives. Blonde and blackhatred
men were also much In favour, while
red-haired men ran a poor third.
The heights ranged from five feet
seven and a half Inches to six feet
five, while the ages varied from twen-
ty one to thirty.
Of course the humorous are al-
ways with us. One girl replied that
she was taking G. N. Snizzlestick.
whose height was four feet three, age
seventy-two. hair white, and his oc-
cupation "butter and eggs," Another
man was a dog-catcher with pinkish-
red hair. Another with green hair
hailed from a western state insane
asylum. One girl flippantly repwrted
that she brought "Earner."
A partial list of those who at-
tended the prom is as follows: Win-
ston M. Dudley, instructor at Case;
Bernard V. DlU. assistant bank ex-
aminer in Massachusetts; William
Delaney, Harvard Law; George Evans,
sociologist In Roxbury juvenile court;
Arthur Keown, Princeton, '32; E.
Davis Greene, Harvard '30; Thomas
Parshley. Harvard '34; Herbert Stevens,
Harvard; Waldo Bass, Worcester
Tech '33; Sidney Wilkes. University
of Alabama "36; James H. McCrady,
III; Lloyd Nash Robert Granstein,
Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy.
Wallace Lundrige Abercrombie,
Princeton '35; John J. Power. Jr..
Worcester Tecli; Peter F. Sullivan,
Jr.. Holy Cross '34; Charles C. Eatoo.
Jr.. Amherst '34; Jack Stiles. VlUa-
nova; George Gay; Herman Nicker-
son. Jr.. Boston university: Stanley
Alexander. Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; R. H. Sears. Harvard;
Richard D. White, United States
Naval academy '33.
Dwight Mills; Tod Green; Joe Hall,
Harvard Law; Ralph Morrison. Har-
vard '27; Malvln Mayer. Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology '32;
Hartwell SwafBeld, Brown; Abe Weis-
man, Harvard '27; Theodore Peln-
(.Continued on Page 3, Col. 2)
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
CARNIVAL STIMULATES [Merchant Of Venice Offers
INTEREST IN LANGUAGE Work For Group Production
Modern Language Clubs Cavort
in Alumnae Hall Ball-Room
with Song and Dancing
The costumes of foreign lands
turned Alumnae hall into nn Inter-
national playground Friday night,
when the modem language clubs, rep-
resenting the culture of Spain. Ger-
many. Italy and France, held an In-
ternational Carnival in the ball-room.
Tlie carnival, a masquerade ball, at-
tempted to create the atmosphere of
the pre-Lent festivities celebrated in
the four countries, and the masquer-
aders, di-essed in colorful and original
costumes, outlawed English speech
and gathered around tables to enjoy
a cosmopolitan entertainment.
This is the first year Wellesley has
had such a carnival. Its piu-pose was
to facilitate comradeship and prac-
tice in everyday expressions of the
various languages which could never
be obtained in formal meetings.
A gi-and march opened the celebra-
tion. The Tower of Pisa marched
with an ItaJian carbonaro and a lovely
senorlta was escorted by a Spanish
nobleman.
Mary Elizabeth Stedman '35, presi-
dent of the Ch-culo Castellano, direc-
ted the Spanish program of songs
which were sung by a group includ-
ing Anne Athy "37, Barbara Ryerson
37. Rae Key '37, Jean Waterbury '36,
and Anne Shanklin '35. Genevieve
Kiaupfer "35 played a piano solo, iSe-
QUidilla, by Albeniz.
The Deutscher Verein program in-
cluded a group of German songs ren-
dered by Jean Wolfe '35; a German
waltz, the Rosenkavalier, danced by
Eleanor Pelt '35; and sundry airs
played by a peasant orchestra, consist-
ing of Margaret Mowry '37, Frances
Jones '37, Jane Burgess '36, and Elea-
nor Sandford '36. directed by Olga Ed-
mond '36.
The Circolo Italiano offered the
famous Tarantella, danced by Edith
Pratt 38. Margot Clark '35. Teresa
D'Esopo '36 and Elaine Graff '38, and
presented an Italian masque and a
short skit. Those taking part were
Helen Ruth Wegman '37, Elizabeth
Flanders '38, Barbara Bryan '37, Theda
Goodman '37, Mary L. Chandler '37,
Frances McGarry '37, Marjorie Mer-
ritt '35 and Elizabeth Woolman "37.
Members of Maison Crav/ford rep-
resented the Alliance Fran^aise in a
group of French songs, the audience
being invited to join in the singing.
The guests danced merrily between
programs and when the entertainment
was over, each club served food typi-
cal of Its own nationality.
The Shakespeare society will pre-
sent The Merchant of Venice on
March 16 at 8 p. m. In Alumnae hall.
Mrs. Carl Trempf Is director. Betty
May Nevin '35. stage manager, and
the cast is as follows:
Duke of Ve7iice Betty May Nevin '35
Prince of Morocco. . Ellen Webster '35
Antonio Elizabeth Billings '35
Bassanio Betty Creamer '35
Gratiano . Eleanor Smith '36
Salanio Helen Hine '36
Salarino Muriel Koithan '36
Lorenzo . . - Nancy Hopkins '36
Shylock Ellen Pugh '36
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Jessica Alice Bayne '35
Leonardo Janice Jackson '35
Balthazar Mary Atherton '35
Stephane Cecilia Stein '36
Tickets at 50 cents may be obtained
from any member of the society and
will be on sale at the ticket booth
next week.
Personnel Lecturer Urges
Interest In Therapy Work
Miss Constance Naylor, of the Bos-
ton School of Occupational Therapy.
gave an interesting though all too brief
account of her profession, at Phi Sigma
house. Mai'Ch 5.
Since it is. essentially, the selection
and application of activities leading to
the mental and physical rehabilitation
of its patients, positions are generally
connected with hospitals. Occupations
ranging from woodwork, basketry, and
clothes-designing to games and dra-
matics form outlets for persons with
mental and nervous disorders.
Not only hospitals, but child guid-
ance clinics, tuberculosis sanatoriums.
institutions for the insane and prisons
also welcome the services of the occu-
pational therapist.
Miss Naylor, however, urged the fact
that young women interested in this
work merely from the financial stand-
point are not needed. "You have to
love it," she said, and stressed the
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Speaker Urges Acceptance
Of Reality Of Laws Of God
John Ellis Sedman of Los Angeles,
a member of the Board of Lecture-
ship of the Mother Church, the First
Chui'ch of Christ Scientist in Boston,
lectured at Alumnae hall Sunday af-
ternoon on the subject, What Is
Truth?
Mr. Sedman held that life, truth,
intelligence, and substance are the
four reahties of life, and as soon as
we see only the realities and refute
the suppositions, we shall be headed
toward eternal life, rid of death and
evil. He explained that intelligent
men did not produce mathematical
laws, but utilized them, and so should
we utilize the laws of God, which He
produced for us to live by. Man is
not self- existent, but wholly depen-
dent on the things which only his
Creator can produce; man is not mat-
ter, but spirit.
The speaker brought a message of
encouragement in his forecast that
sometime old a^e, decrepitude, and
death would be abohshed, and Me-
thuselah will seem a mere boy. This
will be accomplished through the
faith of Christian Science, in which
there is no such word as incurable,
nor the possibility of human mortality.
These are words in which there is
no truth.
Professor Contaldi Gives
Plans For Italian Schools
Commendatore Professor Pasquale
Contaldi, inspector of education for
Italy and her colonies, will lecture
at Billings hail on Monday, March 11,
at 8 p. m. His subject will be "The
New Plan for Elementary Schools in
Italy."
During the war Professor Contaldi
was in charge of all torpedo ships.
For the last 30 years he has super-
vised Italian elementary schools, in-
stitutions of higher learning, and art
galleries. Pi-ofessor Contaldi has
written a series of books on Me-
chanical Engineering which are used
in all engineering departments in
the Italian universities.
Professor Gabriella Bosano. the
chairman of the Italian department,
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For one group at least the "prom
event" took place at dinner, when
they found on the backs of their
place-cards the following legend,
signed by two members of their par-




The Speech department Is ofJering
a unique opportunity this summer to
those interested in combining travel
in England and study of the drama.
Miss Jeanette Lane and Miss Cficile
de Banke, who plan to go on the
ti'ip. wish to organize a group of Wel-
lesley students to accompany them.
The tour, under the direction of
Miss Elsie Fogerty, Sir Ban-y Jackson,
and Sir Archibald Flower and spon-
sored by the Drama League of Amer-
ica, enables students and workers in
the theatre to pursue helpful courses
of study in speech and drama, and
to come into personal contact with
some of the most prominent men and
women in literary and theatrical
circles.
Liberal attendance from Smith,
Mount Holyoke. Harvard, Yale, and
other colleges is fully expected since
groups are now being organized.
The course, starting in London at
the Central School of Speech Train-
ing and Dramatic Art. will be con-
tinued in Oxford; and then be con-
ducted at Malvern during the time of
the famous Malvern Festival to which
all leading English playwrights and
actors go. The final weeks of the
course will be spent in the Shake-
speare school in Stratford, in con-
nection with the Festival perform-
ances given at the new Shakespeare
theatre.
During tills six weeks' tour, prom-
inent speakers conduct lectures and
informal discussions at which attend-
ance is entirely voluntary; members
of the party may participate in
classes of dramatics, verse-speaking,
dance, or the mime. A play is usually
rehearsed and enacted on shipboard.
Party members are also free to pursue
their own line of sight-seeing and
social activities, if they desire.
The whole trip will take from July
6 to August 30, and its enth-e cost
including the highest class steamship
accommodations aboard, hotel accom-
modations, and sightseeing, will be
$597. Scholarships covering full tui-
tion for the SLX weeks' session are
available for any who are interested
in the trip. Applications for these
scholarships and further Information
about the tour may be obtained from
Miss Lane, or by writmg to the
Drama League Ti'avel Bureau, Essex
House, New York City.
Dr. Segura-Millan Reveals
Mexico's Economic Problem
"Mexico has been misunderstood for
many centuries," declared Dr. Segura-
Millan in a talk on current affairs
in Mexico given before the Forum in
Munger hall Thursday, February 28.
Although it is given the most em-
phasis In the newspapers, religion is
one of the least important of the
country's present problems. Mexico
today is concerned chiefly with her
internal industrial and economic de-
velopment. She is trying to restore
to government-controlled companies
the vast amount of national wealth
which is now being exploited by
foreigners. Large agricultural estates
are being divided into small farms
and given to the Indians and peons.
The government, in addition to
fostering an increase of national In-
dustries to bring about the economic
Independence of Mexico, has also em-
barked upon a large educational proj-
ect. The ethics of socialism are be-
ing taught in various places In an
effort to mak? the Mexicans free
from feelings of class distinction.
In regard to the religious situation.
Dr. Segura-Millan said that the pres-
ent government was not against re-
ligion, but that it did believe that the
church and the state should be kept
separate and that the church should
not try to exercise control over af-
fairs of the state. The government
reforms Insist upon a nationalization
of the great amounts of church prop-
erty.
Difficulties between church and
state arise only where the church
tries to resist the rulings of the gov-
ernment. Where they comply, church
services are being held regularly.
C. A. NOTES
Dr. Charles N. Arbuckle
The Reverend Dr. Charles N.
Arbuckle of the Fh*st Baptist Church
in Newton Centre \vill preach at
morning chapel on Sunday, March
10. His services as a Christian leader
and thinker have been extensive.
Not only has he been a pastor in
Yonkers and Newton Centre, but he
has held the position of lecturer at
Andover-Newton Theological school
from 1920 to 1929, and a professor-
ship in preaching there in 1929. He
has served as president of the Mass-
achusetts Council of Religious Educa-
tion, director of the American Baptist
Publication society, and a member of
the board of fellows at Brown uni-
versity. His wide experience and his
constant contact with students
through his position of preacher at
many schools and colleges should as-
sure him of a warm reception by the
Wellesley students.
Miss Isabella T. McNair
There will be a Vesper Service at
Agora Sunday evening, March 10, at
7:30 p. m. The guest speaker will be
Miss Isabella McNair. president of
Kinnaird college. Lahore. India. Miss
McNair Is visiting America for the
first time, and will be able to make
some interesting comparisons between
American and Indian methods of
education.
Miss Vida Scudder
The Christian association tea this
Thursday, March 7. will have as its
guest Miss VIda Scudder, formerly of
the Wellesley department of English
literature. Because of her many
scholarly books on the subject of St.
Francis and his period, and because
of her active participation in modern
progressive social reform. Miss Scud-
der is admirably qualified to speak
on the subject, Franciscan Ideals in a
Modern World. The tea will take
place in room 130 Green hall at 4
p. m. Miss Scudder will speak at
4:30.
Italian Advance Involves
Foreign Aims In Abyssinia
Professor Judith B. Williams of the
economics department spoke March
4 of the recent advance of Italy into
Abyssinia and the Italian claim to
that country. Italy has just sent two
divisions of her army into Abyssinia,
and the watching world wonders
whether this move heralds the end
of the struggle of European powers in
Africa.
Abyssinia is a backward country of
ten million people. One third of Its
population is composed of an active
wariior class and Its government is
centralized in the hands of an em-
peror.
Since the World War there has
been a series of treaties recognizing
the independence of Abyssinia. In
1928 there was a 20 years' treaty be-
tween Italy and Abyssinia, and Asab,
an Italian port, was granted Abyssinia
as a free zone.
In November. 1934, Italian troops
were attacked in front of the Italian
consulate at Gondar. In December a
French and Italian commission was
halted. Italy and Abyssinia pro-
tested, and both countries have taken
sides with no idea of a compromise.
Abyssinia, which is a member of the
League of Nations, insists on arbitra-
tion by some outside power and Is
willing to make reparations.
French and English interests are at
stake in Africa and France's welfare
on the continent If Abyssinia becomes
an Italian protectorate. For Abys-
sinia a protectorate would mean a
stronger government and progress,
but for Europe it brings up the
problem of the resettlement of west-
ern Europe after the Great War.
BEGIN BUSINESS
TRAINING JULY 8
387 young women from 12S dif-
ferent collegei are now enrolled
at the Katharine Glbbs Schools
A You may begin your busi-
ncHs trnining ul eillicr our
BoBlon or New York School
on July 8, in a epocial Bmonlli
Excoulivc-SccretHrial Course
exclusively for coUeee wo-
men. You will iie ready for a
pot^ilion the following March,
Or you may start the same
8-montii course September 24.
Write College Course Secre-
tary for catalog.
4 1HI couries fur prrparalory
and high icbool erailuatei
•
BOSTON 90 MaTTIiiiroDsh Slrool
NEW YORK 247 P.rk Avenue








Now that om- prices are the
same as the lowest, why not send
us your clothes to be cleansed?
At this low price we do the same
high grade work as always.




Wellesley Sq. Next to Liggett's
Work called for and delivered










at 12:30 and 2:30
Saturday at 2:30




and new patterns. All
sorts of smart ideas
for you to incorpo-
rate in your knitting.
Visit our yarn shop,
where you will find













PEIRRY is beginning to feel that
his small contribution to the hu-
mor of the college can be divided
into two sections—one describing the
stupidity of the students, and the
other describing the mistakes, shall
he say. of the professors. This week
he'll begin with the studMits. not to
go contrary to precedent. In a
physics class, the professor spent
some time explaining the principle
of the hghtning rod, showing how
the metal attracts lightning and
then, conveys it safely to the ground.
An interested student enquired,
"But how is it that they haven't
thought of applying it to houses?"
Perry hopes you don't know whether
to smile wanly or cry.
• * •
HE3RE is a case for the English
composition department, not a
dangling participle, but just a
phrase, the meaning of which is
not entirely clear. One avid sociology
student entitled a paper defending
birth control, "Birth Control by All
Means!" Perry is glad she didnt for-
get the exclamation point.
• • •
AND still they come—another case
of misunderstanding. Perry, pass-
ing by the telephone one day (just
casually, of course—there's nothing
like passing the telephone casually)
heard a friend of his enquire in all
seriousness, "Could you please tell me
if the wandering Jew is still there?"
Only after much explaining could
Perry be persuaded that her favorite
beverage is milk and that she was
merely interested in seeing the cur-
rent movie at the Fine Arts theatre.
• • •
PERRY loves to see the playful
spirit enter the classroom. The
other day a certain professor was
embarrassed at having forgotten the
name of a certain Miss Fox in one
of her classes. Miss Fox, perceiving
her difficulty, decided to give her a
little hint. Not willing to give her
a direct answer but desiring to stim-
ulate thought on the professor's
part she called out helpfully, "ani-
mal!" If Perry were a liar, he
would finish the story by having
the professor beam brightly and de-
clare, "Ah, yes. Miss Woolff," but as
a matter of fact, he really doesn't
know what happened next.
• • •
IT seems that the political science
department, which is usually quite
precise, has decided to go in for
exaggeration. One professor, for In-
stance, admitted that the term of a
certain official was limited to life.
Perry suggests that judges giving
life imprisonment use that little for-
mula to soften things for the pris-
oner.
• • •
FROM Mr. Haroutunlan's Bible class
comes another prize remark. Perry
doesn't know what he'd do If Mr.
Haroutunian didn't conduct a Bible
class at Wellesley. It seems that there
was a student present one day who
had not prepared her lesson, and of
course, the professor decided to ques-
tion her about Jesus' attitude toward
sinning. She thought hard and furi-
ously for a minute, and then replied
very demurely, "Well really, Mr.
Haroutunian, I shouldn't like to com-
mit myself."
• • •
THE frenzied frizzers. Perry has
discovered, are attaining world-
wide fame. In fact they are even
getting fan mail. Prom Dorchester
came a wistful letter from an ear-
piercing specialist who enclosed a
newspaper clipping explaining how
Mae West's ears were infected be-
cause of weighty jewelry, and some
of her personal advertisements to be
distributed around Wellesley. Evi-
dently, she believes that college girls,
having made the first step in the di-
rection of making themselves beauti-
ful, will do a thorough job of it and
begin piercing their ears.
• • «
DERBY has gloried in the story of
' how a dignified member of the
physical ed department lost her dig-
nity before a PuUman porter. It
seems that she had taken a sleeper to
Boston, and in the morning the
porter, appearing at the door of the
compartment which she alone had
occupied, inquired if the gentleman
with her had left. Whereupon, she
drew herself up to her full height,
assummg the A posture which only
the hygiene department maintains,
and retorted indignantly that there
had been no gentleman with her. To
all of which the porter only looked
puzzled and said. "Aw, lady, you
don't mean to tell me those were
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stein; Walter Stern; David Koch,
Wesleyan; Charles R. Sklnker. Yale
'36; Richard K. Montgomery, Dart-
mouth '35; Edward Eisele, Jr.
Eugene Alfred Mackenzie, Yale '34,
Harvard Business, '36; John North-
ridge, Cornell Medical school; Miu:-
ray S. Rowland, Harvard Medical;
Donald Lynch, Harvai'd Medical;
John M. Dry; John H. Stevens, Jr.;
Robert P. Ebinger, Harvard Law;
Stanley C. Ballard, Northeastern;
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Washington. As this year is the first
time the Model League has attempted
to show the workings of this organi-
zation, which Is devoted to the study
of labor conditions thi-oughout the
world, the League feels that Professor
Magnusson will contribute mucli to a
better understanding of it.
Professor William A. Orton of Smith
college and Professor Phillips Bradley
of Amherst will also address the
League. Professor Bradley has de-
voted much of his time to helping
student activities in this guild.
PECK and PECK
Wliite dresses for Commencement on display at
Peck and Peck until March 23rd. No orders taken
after this date.
SPECIAL PRICES FOR STUDENTS
$22.50 dresses at $10.95 and
$25.00 dresses at $12.95
These dresses can be obtained in pastel shades.
10 Church Street Wellesley, Mass.
Gifts For All Occasions
Lovely new Spring assortment
SHOP OF BARBARA GORDON
Gifts of Charm and Distinction
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tlonship is not apt to reveal the ex-
ecutive ability of said nominees, a
quality which is more apt to reveal
itself in a formal speech. If the
nominees are modest by nature, why
not supplement their speeches by
talks by a disinterested party, who
could sum up their past records?
Approbation
College Civics
The writer of the free press on col-
lege elections in last week's News
raises an interesting question. Why.
after all, are politics traditionally
banned from the campus?
There is much to be said for a cam-
paign which gives the voters an op-
portunity to hear the candidates speak
for themselves and outline their plans
for their term of office. Its chief ad-
vantage, as we see it, would be to
stimulate original thinking on the part
of the candidates, and initiate reforms
or progressive lines of action which
otherwise might come about more
slowly.
But the way of the campaign is beset
with difficulties and dangers. In the
first place, too much emphasis would
immediately be laid upon the candi-
date's personality, her appearance, her
manner of speaking. These factors
would undoubtedly carry more weight
with voters unacquainted with the
person than her actual capability.
What matter if the president of Chris-
tian association is shy and retiring, or
if the editor of News Is a poor speaker?
If the nominating committees had
any political axe to grind, or repre-
sented factions within the college, then
the situation would be different. But
here we are not contending with con-
ditions as they are in the outside
world. The committees make their se-
lections on one basis alone: ability.
Can this girl fill the requirements of
the office? Can she do it better than
any other possible candidate? These
are the questions asked ; and the
queries: "Is she popular? Will she be
elected?" go by the board.
In the second place, a platform Is an
impossible absurdity for some of the
offices. What use has the business
manager of Bam or the chief justice
of the Superior Court for a platform?
This rules out at least two candidates.
Moreover, the others, driven to desper-
ation by the need for startling origin-
ality, might be tempted to flights of
fancy quite out of reach of possible
college reality.
Third, in a college as small as this,
the candidates are in general well
enough known to preclude the neces-
sity for speeches, for campaign man-
agers, for all the uproar that accom-
panies a political campaign. Those
who do not trust the judgment of the
nominating committees may put up
their own candidates by petition; and
those who do not know the ones al-
ready running may easily find out
from the C.G, office or from the organi-
zation concerned the qualifications of
each.
And last, such a campaign, even of
the mild variety that our free press
writer proposes, fosters a feeling of
rivalry not altogether comfortable in
so compact a community as this.
No, the old tradition Is not ill-
considered. It has its disadvantages,
but its advantages more than out-
weigh them. Until some better system
is devised, then, let us remahi faithful
to the old; outlaw politics from the
campus; and vote in the coming elec-
tions as an intelligent and well-
informed electorate.
Chance For Critics
We have heard frequent caustic
comments durhig the past year con-
cerning the lingering death suffered
by Wellesley's peace movement after
Betty Muther's graduation. While it
is unfair to say that the movement
is entirely extinct, there has certainly
been a considerable abatement in the
ardor of the peace workers and in the
Interest of the college as a whole.
To remedy the present apathy and
to take steps toward preventing such
situations in the future, the Forum
is meeting next Monday evening. The
occasion will provide an excellent op-
portunity for critics of the Forum
to become constructive in their criti-
cism, and we hope that they will
take advantage of it.
The meeting will also be an oppor-
tunity to organize the various anti-
war forces which are at present
scattered through various college
groups. Christian association and the
Episcopal club, for example, have ex-
pended considerable effort in the di-
rection of world peace. If such or-
garUzations as these would turn out
In a body for the Forum meeting and
do their part in formulating a defi-
nite aim and a definite program for
Wellesley's peace work, thus provid-
ing a central channel for the activity
of the entire college, the coming year
would inevitably bring us much
nearer the goal than has the present
one.
ROWS OF EltfPTr CHAIRS
To the Wellesley College News:
This is intended as a brief but
indignant protest. When college au-
thorities take the trouble to brhig well-
informed speakers to us, when lec-
turers devote time to preparing worth-
while talks, and when all this care and
attention Is lavished upon rows of
empty chairs, it is time to shout.
"Hear! Hear!"
The latest histance in khid was a
lecture at Phi Sigma, subject. "Occu-
pational Therapy." The speaker was
brought to the college by the Personnel
bureau because a number of students
had expressed an interest In the field.
Tea was prepared for a crowd; the
guests consisted of two from the Per-
sonnel bureau, a reporter, and one
student. Embarrassing, wasteful are
mild words to apply to such a situation.
Several weeks ago. there was a lec-
ture by Miss Jackson on library work,
and the assembled crowd again num-
bered three.
WTiile on the subject, I might men-
tion the oft-deplored chapel situation.
So few attend Sunday chapel that
President Pendleton herself has ex-
pressed the fear that the college will
not be able to furnish good speakers
in the future. Ministers accustomed
to speaking to large congregations do
not feel entitled to leave their well-
filled churches and travel miles to ad-
dress a paltry handful in the first few






All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the editors by 11 a.m. on
Monday.
In recognition of the important con-
tribution which a House President
makes to the welfare as well as to the
management of her house, arrange-
ments have now been made to accord
certain privileges to House Presidents.
In addition to the usual guest privi-
leges allowed all students, a House
President will be free to entertain
guests at any meal during the week
without charge. She may have a
tray served in her room without charge
whenever she desires. By making ar-
rangements with the Head of House
she may have coffee served in her own
room after dinner for small groups to
promote acquaintance In the house,
Tlie administration of the college is
glad to take this opportunity to express
its appreciation ot the effective work
which has been done by the group of





To the Wellesley College News:
"1936" has the right Idea! Pre-elec-
tion campaign meetings would lead
to far more intelligent voting. Whi!"
most of the upperclassmen know the
nominees, too often their acquaintance
consists merely of meeting three
times a week in class or eveni less
frequently In the halls. Such a rela-
ENGAGED
"33 Elizabeth Reld to Richard Pew
MARRIED
'32 Marjorie Birnbaum to Fred
Hailparn. January 27
'32 Victoria Elsenberg to David
Levene, February 5
'32 Elzabeth Puiman to Victor E,
Ruehl Jr.. February 2
33 Virginia Maxwell to Arthur C.
Sugden




'35 Ellen Jacobsen ex -'35 to Jules
Weber Aubry
'35 Charlotte M. Wheaton to Whi-
ston M. Dudley, Swarthmore '32.
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NeiD Haven. Conn.—(/P)—plans al-
ready are being laid by the Yale Lit-
erary Magazine to celebraite Its 100th
anniversary next year.
A centennial issue will be published
with the assistance of foi-mer editors
of the magaztae. The magazine is
the oldest college monthly magazine
in the United States..
• • «
New York—(IP)—Bernard CoUege,
a women's college that has turned out
many of the leading women in public
life today, has gone domestic.
Dean Virginia Gildersleeve announced
that the college has just put out Its
own cook book, compiled from recipes
made up by well-known teachers and
alumnae of the college. The recipe
book will be sold at 25-cents a copy for
the college's alumnae fund.
• • •
Columbia, Mo.— (IP) Seven former
students at Louisiana State university,
ousted because they wrote or helped to
write articles and editorials in the col-
lege newspaper criticising Senator
Huey Long, the state's political dicta-
tor, have enrolled In the school of
journalism at the University of
Missouri.
When Sam Montague of New Or-
leans, self-styled "advance agent" for
the other six, arrived to negotiate for
the admission of the Louisiana
"exiles" he was greeted enthusiastically
by journalism students who wanted to
hear all about his fight with Long.
• • •
New York—(IP)-—There is a move
on here to have Gaston Lachalse.
American sculptor, declared the brav-
est man in the world.
The man used his wife as model for
a one-ton, concrete figure, then
labelled his work of art "The Moun-
tain."
• • •
South Hadley, Mass.—(IP)—In the
last year or two, college women have
begim to include in their ambitions a
home, family and community service,
in addition to the desire for individual
achievement which formerly seemed to
be the only ambition of the college
woman, in the opinion of Dean Harriet
M. Allyn of Mt. Holyoke College.
"In the past young women entered
college with the idea of becoming
scholarly and cultured." she said.
"Now they seek to become scholarly
citizens. The girls frankly tell us that
their elders have failed. They wish,
therefore, to join actively in organiza-
tions for peace and international re-
lations. Despite the widespread Im-
pression, they are interested in religion.
They specialize in sociology, religion,
psychology. zo-ol(^y and service. They
realize that selfishness only reacts and
they call service 'enlightened selflsh-
ne,ss.'
'While women have been seeking for
independence tlu-oughout the years,
they have It now without freedom. It
is shackled because of the depression,
for every independent is supporting at
least one other of the family, finan-
cially or morally,"
THE SCEPTIC
Adonais doesn't know as yet
All of the rules of etiquette.
But from those known he feels in-
cUned
To shun all quibbles of such kind.
For instance, when someone has said
"How do you do?" what then, instead
Of answering outright, "I do
As well as able now, and you?"
Or saying simply, "Not too well
If it is iwssible to tell
Prom letters of the alphabet,"
Or, with more wit and candour yet
Replying, "As my mother did,"
What then but one must stand stupid
And echo back evasively
Without originality
"How do you do?" and let It be.
He'd rather learn philosophy
Which nonsense, though most curious.
Is not one half as obvious.
CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM AT-
TENDANCE AT THE LATEST
DRAMATIC EXPERIMENT
While bicyclers and Russians thrive,
It is not safe to be alive.
SUGGESTIONS FOR SIMPLIFICA-
TIONS OF QUESTIONS ON
EXAMINATIONS
English Lit.
1. Quote fifty lines apiece, no less,
Prdhi twenty authors (do not
guess




brief summary of the
English Composition 101
1. Write sixty minutes by the clock
On anything that's fit to talk
About,
2. Write sixty more on "What
I Think of Life" ... and after
that , . .




Geneva. N. Y.—(/P)—Hobart College
student.s will tell you that Oscar died
of embarrassment, though this theory
is discounted by Dr. Donald L. Collins,
instructor hi embryology.
Oscar, for one day. was a chicken.
The Hobart students got to know him
best, however, as an embryo. He was
only one day old as an embryo when
the embryolc^y class began to study
his development through a half-inch
hole In the egg, covered with a thin
piece of glass.
Finally he was born, or hatched. One
day later he died. Contrary to the
theory of the students about his death.
Dr. Collins said his death probably
was due to a lack of moisture in the
incubator.
You will be given fifty-two
Slides, until now unlmown to you
But from their details, all the
same
Not quite Impossible to name,
And just to show
You really know
And treat with ease
Your subject, please
Write upside-down, hindside about.
Or backside-to. or inside-out.
DEPARTMENT OF DEEP PHILO-
SOPHICAL THOUGHT
If I were older
I should be bolder.
If I were weaker
I should be meeker.
There is no satiation
In realization
And joy is elation
Of anticipation.
They who are old
For youth again hunger,
But they who are young
Have only been younger.
A useful inspiration for
A large-sized and exciting war
Has been found. "Fight that wars
may cease,"
Or simply. "Fight to keep the peace."
No more with optimism sing
Nor scheme, nor dream nor dance
For life at best is the playthbig
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"Green Elscape." the home of the dog
Oissing and the four little Morleys,
departed with his family for Nor-
mandy. ThUTider on the Left and
The Romany Stain were the harvest
of that sojourn.
Mr. Morley was one of the BTOUp
of young writers who launched the
Saturday Revieio of Literature, and
he has conducted "The Bowling
Green" in that journal for some
years. His Translations from the
Chinese and John Mistletoe appeared
In the Revietv and many of the es-
says in the various volumes he has
published since 1927. Sitfws Family
Manhattan (1932) is one of his most
notable novels. He has the distinc-
tion of being published in an Omni-
bus volume of his most important
work, as of being also, in his early
volumes, much sought after by col-
lectors of Modern Firsts.
Word has not yet been received
as to whether Mr. Morley will be
able to stay for dinner and perhaps
meet some of the students most In-
terested in writing, at coffee. If he
consents, word will be given out.
Since half the college must own at
least one of his books, it may be that
we cannot ask him for autographs.
We certainly cannot ask for them ex-
cept in one of his own books. An-
thologies are ban-ed.
There will be two more readings
under the Fund this spring: one on
April 15 by Wallace Fowlle. of the de-
partment of French at Harvard, on
'French Symbolism and American
Imagism," and one on May 10 by
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Announcement will be made of the
following honors:
Alice Freeman Palmer Fellow
Horton
-Hallowell Fellow
Fanny Bullock Worionan Scholar
Trustee Scholars
Phi Beta Kappa elections
Durant Scholars
Wellesley College Scholars
Sophomore prize offered by Phi
Beta Kappa
It is hoped that many members of
the college will be present to do
honor to their distinguished guest
and to their successful fellow-
students.
CAMPUS PLAY-BOYS DISAPPEAR
The average student of today is
hard-working, serious-minded, and in-
dependent in thought, offering a
strong contrast to the student of a
decade ago, who was sophisticated,
blas^, and almost entii'ely wrapped
up in campus politics. College editors
believe that the passing of the "rah-
rah" era is a blessing of hard times.
So says Dr. Walter A. Jessup. presi-
dent of the Carnegie Foundation, in
his annual report, praising the stu-
dent who has taken the place of the
old-time "campus play-boy." At the
same time Dr. Jessup remarked on
the number of colleges and univer-
sities in the United States, amount-
ing to some eight hundred as opposed
to the twenty-five institutes of higher
learning which are in the whole of
the British Isles.
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST





New Sport Shoes at $4.40
Dr. Jessup pointed out that there
would eventually be a struggle for
survival. He asserted that money
would have nothing to do with the
struggle but that "survival will be
conditioned by intelligent leadership,
high morale, and tlie courage to be
sincere with students by selecting and
educating them only in the field of
institutional coiipetency and by doing
in that field a genuine and significant
job.
MESDAMES STYLISTS





572 Washington St. Wellesley, Mass.
ALEXANDER'S
SHOE REBUILDING SERVICE
Shoes Called For and De-
livered at your dormitory
every morning'.





New and Smart models at
moderate prices.
When your mother's birth-






Bought, Sold, Rented, Repaired.
Business Letter Shop
Typewriter Service Shop
56 Central St. Wellesley 0948
Cream Nail Polisih
Remover
Crefltus o senaation because o( ita
double action of lubrlcatlne the nail
nnd cuticle aa It rerouvea the polish.
Coinca in convenient tub« form.
For Sale nt
Swirls & Curls
.10 Church Street Wei. 01 7Z
Copyrlfflit. 193G
B. J. Rcyoolda Tob. Oo.
CAMit'S tOSTy
NIVER GET ON YOUR NERVESI
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
HARVARD-WELLESLEY CONCERT
The fifth and last concert of the
1934-1935 series of the Wellesley con-
cert fund was given by the Welles-
ley college choir, conducted by Ed-
ward Ban'y Greene, and the Harvard
university glee club, conducted by G.
Wallace Woodworth, in Alumnae hall,
February 27.
The program, which was well cho-
sen and for the most part over-
whelmingly successful, began with the
brilliant Dies Irae from Mozart's
Requievi sung by the Wellesley choh-.
The precision of the diction and in-
tense earnestness of the singing de-
cided the fate of this opening num-
ber. What it lacked in the way of
ensemble and pose was amply ac-
counted for in the O Vos Ovines of
Vittoria wliich followed. The full but
restrained cathedral-like tones of the
voices portrayed the other worldly
atmosphere of this purest of music.
In An Easter Hallelujah, by Vulpius,
the success of the preceding number
was reflected. The assurance and
spirit with which it was sung made
it a fine conclusion to the group.
The music of the fli-st gi-oup by
the Harvard glee club was of a less
ambitious nature consisting of two
fanciful English songs, My Bonny
Lass and Spanish Ladies, and O
Gladsome Light by Davison. Tlie lat-
ter, while representing masterly
choral writing, was poor in musical
material, neither could it be counted
outstanding in presentation. In the
two English songs, however, the
singers showed how perfectly bal-
anced and how well trained was their
group. Tlie mood of the last rollick-
ing song was especially well por-
trayed.
Two choruses from Bach's B minor
Mass were sung by Wellesley and
Harvard together. In the Qui Tollis,
the melodies of the vai-ious parts were
beautifully phrased, but it was felt
that a less brilliant tone would have
better met the mood of this piece.
The Cum Sancto Spiritu. being essen-
tially instrumental in conception. Is a
difficult number for any chorus; how-
ever, it was admirably done by this
combined group. Had the stage of
Alumnae hall been properly banked,
all the singers could have seen the
conductor and many of the imperfect
attacks would doubtless have been
avoided.
The outstanding numbers of the
last half of the program were The
Old WoTTian and the Pedlar sung by
the Wellesley choir and the Gilbert
and Sullivan choruses siuig by each
chorus separately. Of the two final
numbers by the combined choruses
May No Rash Intruder from Han-
del's Solomon was more perfectly
done, while the Coronation Scene
from Boris Goudonoff by Moussorgsky
was a tremendously effective and bril-
liant final chorus.
The concert as a whole was unu-
sually well presented; whatever was
unsatisfactory about the work of
these two college choruses was due
to such factors as the poor acoustics
of the hall, the lack of extensive
practice together, and the short time
available for preparing the program
rather than to any inherent weak-
ness in either group. The conduc-
tors and choruses are to be con-
gratulated for attempting this ambi-
tious program, and for making it so
successful.
D. W. J. '35
gram. Written at the time of hie
engagement to the Countess Theresa
von Brunswick, this is perhaps the
most intimate and personal sym-
phony among his works, but It has
been, unfortunately, obscured by the
dramatic power of its neighbors. The
mysterious Introduction, the frankly
funny allegro, and the passionately in-
spired, almost Mozartian adagio were
performed with vigor and sympathy.
In the third movement, the imper-
tinent flashes were purposely sub-
dued; one could hardly quarrel with
this interpretation, although Beethoven
might have! The formal character
of the finale was enlivened by the
spirited playing of these two artists, a
feature which has made their con-
certs popular ever since they were in-
augurated last year.
D. W. J. '35
BiUiofile
TWO-PIANO CONCERT
Professor Howard Hlnners and Mr.
Edward Barry Greene of the Music
department presented one of their
Sunday afternoon programs in the
great hall of Tower court, Sunday
afternoon, March 3.
In the overture to Midsummer
Night's Dream by Mendelssohn, which
opened the program, they presented
a good ensemble in the changes of
tempo and contrasts of rhythm. The
singing, fanciful melodies which re-
flect the Romantic spirit were well
brought out, although they did,
of necessity, lack the suavity which
they are given In the orchestral
version.
Beethoven's Fourth Symphony oc-
cupied the second half of the pro-
Wright, Wilson. The Pinnacle of
Glory, The afecmlllan Co., New York,
1935, $2.50.
"The paths of glory lead but to the
grave." seems to be Mr. Wright's cen-
tral idea in picturing the life of Na-
poleon during his final exile on St.
Helena. The Pinnacle of Glory is not
a story of fast-moving action, subtle
intrigues and plots, but a series of
well-done character analyses and a
study of moods and temperaments.
We follow the st^ry of Napoleon,
not in the fiery triumphs of his Eu-
ropean campaigns, nor in the excit-
ing drama of his imprisonment at
Elba, but in the less exciting, less well-
known days of his decadent activity.
We watch him as he changes from an
energetic, arrogant emperor sm-rounded
by dotuig followers, to an irascible,
pettish man suffering with an incur-
able disease. Especially well described
are the exile's attempts to set up a
miniature French court in the un-
pleasant surroundings of St. Helena,
Napoleon's feuds and battles of wit
with a mean and unsympathetic gov-
ernor, and the inconveniences "his
majesty" had to suffer in the way of
quarters, food, and services.
The Pinnacle of Glory opens with
the arrival of Napoleon and a small
group of devoted followers—who would
be dubbed "yes-men" in more collo-
quial terminology—at St. Helena, and
ends with his death and burial there.
The whole movement of mood in the
book is a downward one, starting with
the buoyant hopes and high ambitions
of Napoleon to make his exile his
"pinnacle of glory" and ending with
him suffering from black moments of
melancholia and fits of temper, argu-
ing with his guards and disagreeing
with his doctor, his servants, his
French companions. One becomes ac-
quainted with a Napoleon not often
portrayed and understood.
Wilson Wright is a pseudonym used
by William Reltzel to avoid confusion
between the scholarly books he has
written and his novels. He has traveled
extensively in Mexico, Denmark,
France and Belgium and holds A. B.
and M. A. degrees from Oxford uni-
versity. At present he is associated
with Haverford college in Pennsyl-
vania.
O. V. E. '36
CURRENT EVENTS
The end of the second year of
President Roosevelt's administration
finds a reduction of conservative op-
position to the New Deal and the
I
rise of left wing opposition. The
second year of the N. R. A. was
much less dramatic than the first,
and has been marked by the pass-
ing of General Johnson and the
"blue eagle." ITie future of the N.
R. A., which will be determined by
June 16, the expiration date of the
present act. Is unsettled. The maxi-
mum hour and the minimum wage
features and the elimination of child
labor will probably be preserved.
Labor unrest and employer relation-
ships still present problems. Sur-
veying the last year, there has been
little accomplished in regard to for-
eign affairs.
• • •
Japan has expressed strong oppo-
sition to an international loan to
China on the ground that "it would
inevitably lead to international con-
trol of China." according to the
semi-official Japanese Rengo news
agency. Japan fears that this con^
trol would be an obstacle to Slno-
Japanese co-operation, which, she
feels, is essential to general world
peace. Negotiations between the two
countries have not reached the stage
of discussing concrete problems, but
an agreement has been made to set-
tle outstanding issues by diplomatic
means on the basis of equality.
• •
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt has
turned into philanthropy from her
commercial radio broadcasts alone
almost half as much money as the
government pays Mr. Roosevelt for
a year's work. In seven and a half
months her radio earnings reached
$36,000, as compared with the presi-
dential salary of $75,000. In an In-
terview with a member of the As-
sociated Press, she noted the "most
historic" and the "most humorous"
highlights In her diary of the last
two years in the White House. The
most historic was:
"My husband's inaugural address.
I think the passage where he said
'the only thing we have to fear is
fear' was the most historic thing
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 4^
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Have Your New Easter
Suit Tailor Made
Our complete line of Spring
Samples are reasonably priced.
If last year's suit needs remod-
eling, repairing or relining,
bring it in- to us. We can make
it look like new.
Reliable Tailoring Co.




40 Joy Street BostoD





Open Sunday from 4
Tel. LAF. 9141
^. Z
'Tskl TskI No skhboots'
YOU CAN'T SKI
WITHOUT BOOTS
Ski-boots are as important as
skis. Stop in some day and try
on a pair of Bass Ski-Boots.
They're made for the sport. Re-
inforced where the strain comes.
Tough, top-quality leathers.
Comfortable. Water- shedding.
Of course a boot like that would
make swell footing for every-
day, on campus. You don't have
to look far for Bass Ski-Booti.
G. H. BASS & Company, Wil-
TON, Maine.
E. A. DAVIS & CO.





Altering and cleansing expertly done. Your expensive
evening and street clothes strictly hand-pressed.
Waban Block—Room 21
WELLESLEY SHOP
Tailored in London to
meet thei exaaing stand-




homespun suit comes in heavenly shades of brown and gold and
looks its best against the brilliant Bermuda background.
B E R M U DA




Knock-out sport dresses in pastel
wools. Frothy evening gowns of
chiffon
. . . Gorgeous spring prints
for sunny afternoons. White coats to
take off the chill of southern evenings.
Come to Filene's before you pack your
trunks. We've scouted the southland
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In Nature. The first part of the pro-
gram will consist of Liturgical work,
and will Include selections represent-
ing the four seasonsof the Church: the
Advent, Christmas. Easter, and Pente-
cost.
The second part will show the use
of choral speech In demonstrating
the element of imitative sound In,
poetry, and the third part will show
how dramatic values are enhanced
by choral speech. The final part of
the program will demonstrate Imi-
tative rhythms in poetry.
Those taking part in the program
are: Patricia Busey '35, Marian
Chapman '36, Dorothy Dissell '35,
Mary Pitzpatrick "36, Bemlce Libman
'36, Jane Lundahl '36, Marlon McEn-
ery '35, Ellen Pugh '36, Marie Ragon-
etti "36, Anne Shanklin '36, Mary
Elizabeth Stedman, '35, Mary Eliza-
beth Steele, '35, Dorothy Sterrett '35,
Virginia Tate '36, Jane Taylor '35.
Virginia Veeder '35, Charlotte Whea-
ton '35. Marion Willard '36. Sarita
Hopkins '35 and Alice Martlng '35
will dance the rhythms.
Admission to the recital will be 50
cents, and tickets may be purchased
from members of the Speech depart-
ment or at the ticket booth.
The program is as follows:
Part I. Liturgical Reading.
Ancient Vedic Hymn
Solo and Chorus
Tianslated by Max MUller ii
ascribed by him to 1000 B. C.
Psalm 50
Antlphonal
Dies Jrae Thomas of Celano
Group. Dark Voices
13th Century











Part II. Imitative sound t?i poetry.
Music Comes John Freeman
Solo and Group
The Lyke Wake Dirge . Old BaUad
Solo and Refrain
The Drum Edward F, Sutton
Unison. Dark Voices
The Drop of Water Olave Marcl.
Solo and chorus. Light Voices
The Bee's Song . Walter de la Mare
Unison
For a Tnocking voice Eleanor Farjeon
Antlphonal
Part III. Dramatic and Narrative
Values in poetry.
Song of the Red War Boat
Rudyard Kipling
Solo and Group
Song of the Dane Harp-women
Rudyard Kipling
Trio
The Rider at the Gate
John Masefleld
Trio





Kubla Khan S. T. Coleridge
Group




















6. Rolling—r/ic Rolling English Road
G. K. Chesterton
Unison
7. Tripping—COTfte down to Kexa in
lilac-time Alfred Noyes
Group and Refrain
8. Galloping—Tfte War Song of the
Saracens Elroy Flecker
Unison. Dark voices
9. Highland Fling—Tfte Deil's awa
wi' the Exciseman Robert Burns
Unison
CURRENT EVENTS
{.Continued from Page 6, Col. 4)
heard in this country for a long
while."
The most humorous was:
"The rage of one of my children
when he came home the first night
and was not allowed in the door."
(John Roosevelt was stopped by the




Improved Eujcene Permanent Wave





DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
DR. COPELAND MERRILL
DENTISTS





Watch and Jewelry Repairing
Z,/F£^ in FRENCH
Residential Summer School
(CO -educational) in the
heart of French Canada.
Old Country French staff.
Only French spoken. Ele-
mentary, Intermediate, Advanced.
Certificate or College Ch-edlt.
French entertainments, sight-see-
ing, sports, etc.
Fee $160, Board and Tuition. Juno 27-
Awr. 1. Write for circular to Secretary.





is cominp to Wellesley!
Have you read his tender and
amusing Songs for a Little
House? The mocking medita-
tions of his Old Mandarin?
You will find them and other
verses as captivating In his vol-







Choose me for your companion. I don't
tolerate the bitterness, theacrid sting ofun-
developed top leaves. Why should youP
I don't tolerate the harshness of gritty,
tough, bottom leaves. Neither should
you. I give you exclusively tlie fragrant,
expensive center leaves—the mildest,
the best-tasting of all. They permit me
to sign myself "Your Best Friend."
Co[>jrl|Lt 1S36. Till Amiricui Tobaceo CoDptOT'




Thundny. Marrh 7; •4:30 P. M. Eonm
130, Green Hnll. Miss Villa D. Souddcr.
Professor of Ennlish Lilcrnturc, Empnlus,
will apt'Dk on "FrHnciscnn Iileala in u Modern
World." Ten will be nerved at >1 :00.
(Christian Associnlion.)
6 :30 P. M. Horton Houae. Shop Club
dinner and mcetins.
Friday. March 8; '8 :15 A. M. Moming
Chapel. Professor Loomis, department of
EnBlLth Litertiture, will lead.
•8:00 - 11 :00 P. M. Alumnae Hall.
Dance Drama: Fire Festival. Tickets (re-
served flcaU $.75. admission 5-fiO) will be
on sale at ticket booth, ilrst floor Green
Hnll, March 6. 7. and 8. 8:30 - 12:30, 1:30-
4:S0. (Depiiirtmcnt of Hygiene and Physical
Education.)
Saturday. March 9: •8:ir) A. M. Morn-
ins: Chapel. President Pendleton will lend.
•1 :30 P. M. Alumnae Hnll. Biirnswal-
lowji A.ssoeintion will present "Dark Sail-
injT," a pluy by Frances E. Mitchell. '3fj.
•8:00 - 11:00 P. M. Alumnae Hall. Tau
Zotla EpHJlon Studio Reception. Ticket-i.
J.BO. will l)c on sate ut ticket booth, first
floor Green Hall. March 6, 7 and 8. 8:30-
12:30.
Sundoy. March 10: •11:00 A. M. Memo-
rial Chapel. Preacher, Rev. Charles N.
Arbuckle, First Baptist Church, Newton
Center.
•7:30 P. M. ABOrn House, AH College
Vespers. Miss Isabella McNair. President
of Kinnaird CoUese, Uahore. India, will
speak-
Mondny, March II: •8:15 A. M. Room
24, Founders Hall,- Current events reviewed
by Miss Steams, department ot EnRlish
Literature.
•4:40 P. M. Zeta Alpha House. Mrs.
Rockwell Stephens. Seirelnry of Shady Hill
School, CambridRe, will speak on "Work in
n ProKressivc School." Ten will be r<rvcd
at 4:15. (Personnel Bureau.)
•7:30 P. M. Billinfrs Hnll. Commendalore
Professor Pnsnuale Contaldi will speak on
"The New Plan for Elementary Schools in
lUily after the Gentile Reform." (Depart-
ment of Italian.)
Tuesday. March 12: •8:15 A. M. Morn-
ing Chnpel. President Pendleton will lead,
•8:00 P. M. Alumnae Hnll. Versc-
SpeakinK Choir Bccitnl. Tickets, S.BO,^ may
be obtained from members of the Speech
department ; at the ticket booth, first floor
Green Hnll. March 11, 9:00 A. M. - 4:00
P, M. ; and nt the box office the night of
the performance. (Department of Speech.)
Wednesday. March 13: •§ :15 A. M. Morn-
ing Chnpel. Miss DcnnLt. department of
French, will lead.
•4:45 P. M. Alumnae Hall. Poct'.i r«id-
InK : Christopher Morley. (The Katharine
Lee Bates Fund.)
NOTF-S: 'Wellesley CoUefrc Art Museum.
Exhibition of paintimrs and Bculpturo by the
Wellcslcy Society of Artists.
Basement. Exhibition of the reconstruction
in clny of the AnKcrs Madonna. 2:30 - 6:00
every day including Sunday.
•Wellcsley ColleKc Library. North Hall.
Exhibition of recent .additions -,0 \.he Plimpton
collection. AUo Italian poems coneerninK
America and early travels.
South Hall. Exhibition of first editions
and volumes from Lhe Kolmacott Prcis to
commemorate the centenary of the birth of
William Morris.
•Open to the public.
Out From Dreams and
Theories
SOCIAL WORK EXAMS
Recent examinations offered by the
Massachusetts Civil Service Commis-
sioni typify the type of state position
open to young women with compara-
tively little training or experience.
First, there is the examination for
junior social worker and social work-
er, in the department of public wel-
fare. Applications for tliis examina-
tion must be filed with the State Civil
Service commission by March 16. The
examination Is being given to fill
vacancies in the various cities and
towns in the state, as well as posi-
tions in the various divisions of the
state department of public welfare.
Educational and experience require-
ments for both types of position in-
clude at least high-school graduation
and one year's exptuience with a
recognized social agency. Special
credit will be given to college educa-
tion and attendance at a school of
social work. The age requirement is
22 for junior social workers, and 25
for social workers.
Another examination is that for
social worker and junior social work-
er under the department of correc-
tion, at the Reformatory for Women.
Again, this examination is scheduled
for March 30, 1935, and applications
must be on file by March 16, 1935.
The duties of these workers include
social case work with, a group of
women, supervision of their inter-
views with outsiders, accompanying
them on home visits, investigation of
the causes of delinquency and the
community resources for rehabilita-
tion, presentation of case histories and
plans for women to be considered by
the Farole board.
Again, the requirements include high
school graduation and one year's ex-
perience in social service work, for
the junior position; for the position
of social worker, graduation from col-
lege or a school of social work and
one year's experience is required. The
age limits are as above.
CIVIL SERVICE EXAMS
The United States Civil Service
commission has announced an exam-
inationi for the position of assistant
statistical clerk, to fill vacancies in
the departmental service in Wash-
ington. This position carries a salary
of $1,620 a year; appointments to the
post of junior statistical clerk, at
$1,440 a year, will also be made from
those eligibles who will accept the
latter salary.
The qualifications are, first of all,
citizenship in the UnJted States; that
the applicant shall have reached his
or her eighteenth birthday; and good
health. Since the duties include the
tabulation of data and the perform-
ance of statistical computations re-
quiring a knowledge of general sta-
tistical methods, such knowledge is
necessary, although there are no
stated requii-ements of training or
experience.
Applications of candidates must be
on file with the United States Civil
Service commJssion in Wasliington,
D. C. not later than March 18. Ap-
plication blanks may be seciu'ed from
the office of the Commission in Wash-^
inirton, or from the district ofQce in
Boston, in the Post Olflce and Court-
house building.
For further information concerning
the school, or Miss Harrison's visit,
consult the Personnel Bureau.
JEWISH SOCIAL WORK
Miss Prances Harrison of the Grad-
uate School for Jewish Social Work
is to be in Wellesley some time dur-
ing the week of March 11. Students
who are interested to find out more
about the school and to talk with
Miss Harrison about the field of so-
cial work, are invited to look for fur-
ther notices about her visit.
Each year the school offers scholar-
ships to college graduates on a com-
petitive basis, with the awards given
largely on the results of the examina-
tion which is offered some time in
May.
AFTER GRADUATING?
Mrs. Dunbar of the Katharine
Gibbs School Is to discuss "What
Happens to the College Graduate with
Secretarial Training?" Tuesday after-
noon. March 12. Mrs. Dunbar and her
colleagues at the school have been In^
vestigating the after-training careers
of their graduates and promise some
interesting and helpful information.
Are you considering a secretarial
course after graduation? Come and
hear about the chances and the
methods of entering upon the par-
ticular field of work to which you
aspire! Mrs. Dunbar will speak in
room 236, Green hall, at 4:40 p, m.
PROGRESSIVE SCHOOL WORK
Mrs. Rockwell Stephens from Shady
Hill school, Cambridge, will speak
Monday, March 11, upon tht work in
a progressive school with younger
children and especially as
.
it affects
apprentices in the school. Miss
Abigail A, Eliot of the Nursery Train-
ing school of Boston will speak on the
vocational aspect of pre-school work
and the training necessary for it.
An opportunity is given to learn more
of two lines of work of especial in-
terest at Wellesley, since each year
one or more of our giaduates are on
the staff of Shady Hill as ap-
prentices, and Miss Eliot is a member
of our Education department.
Ta^e a cigarette^ like CHESTERFIELD
You know I like that cigarette
I like the way it tastes. . . there's
plenty of taste there.
Chesterfield is mild, not strong
. , . and that's another thing I
like in a cigarette.
What's more, They Satisfy . . .
and that's what I like a cigarette
to do.
I get a lot of pleasure out of
Chesterfield . . . you know I like
that cigarette.
WEDNESDAT SATURDAY
/ LUCBEZIA LILY RICHARD
/ BORI I'ONS BONELLI
KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS
9 P. M. (e. S. T.) —COLUMBIA NETWOEK
© 193). LiGCffn flcMYBiis Tobacco Co.
